LITTLE GLAM GIRLS

Junior Cosmetic Brand LITTLE GLAM GIRLS
COMPANY INTRODUCTION

Little Glam Girls that keeps all beauty existing in this world healthier is a brand that presents a healthy and beautiful lifestyle to consumers. We pursue the value of 'Naturally & Safely' to produce the products that the whole family can use with confidence. We are considering and researching the healthy products based on the natural ingredients so that kids and even early teenagers can love and express themselves to the full.

BRAND STORY

Love Me, Love You, Love Together

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS, a junior cosmetic brand for LGG, a girl who is unaffected and dignified in loving and expressing herself. LGG is a brand that helps early teenagers, juniors and kids nurture and decorate themselves healthily and joyfully. Little Glam Girls, who make a brand with the natural ingredients, love the value of ‘Naturally & Safely’ because it thinks that it is important to keep as much as show off health rather than splendor.

COMPANY STORY

2019

10 10  Open Little Glam Girls Siheung Mokam store
10 12  Sponsored the ‘World Korean Youth Leadership Contest’
11 08  Entered Pangyo store pop-up event of Hyundai Department Store
11 16  Sponsored the ‘Book Concert’ of Dr. Koo EunHee
11 24  Sponsored ‘Eye gazing Concert’ of Dr. Oh Eun-young
12 04  Sponsored Gwangju ‘Green Mother Society’ event
12 14  Sponsored BMW Mini ‘Minimini Life’ Event
12 18  Entered Pangyo store pop-up event of Hyundai Department Store
CLEANSING LINE

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS

SHAMPOO

It was created using LHA and natural organic compounds to remove keratin of lipid-soluble scalp that stress children during their growing up.

- Volume : 300ml
- Kinds : Lavender / Orange

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS

HAIR CONDITIONER

It was made using LHA and natural organic compounds for healthy hair growth in children.

- Volume : 300ml
- Kinds : Lavender / Orange

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS

SHOWER GEL

For sensitive skin types, including children, LHA components and natural organic compounds were used.

- Volume : 300ml
- Kinds : Lavender / Orange

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS

BODY LOTION

For sensitive skin types, including children, LHA components and natural organic compounds were used.

- Volume : 300ml
- Kinds : Lavender / Orange

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS

MULTI CLEANSER

It's a multi-cleanser colored/honey bean that cleanse body, face, etc.

- Volume : 34g
- Kinds : Color bean / Honey bean

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS

CREAM

FOAM CLEANSER

It's a face foam cleanser that makes your skin smooth with a soft foam.

- Volume : 150ml
- Kinds : Pink / Yellow

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS

HEALING BUBBLE BATH

Relax your day's stress with a bubble bath containing pure sea salt and essential oil made by purifying seawater from the clean Australian sea.

- Volume : 230g
- Kinds : Eucalyptus / Jasmine / Mandarin

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS

AROMA HANDMADE SOAP

Handmade soap that was made with natural organic ingredients to function as an aroma.

- Volume : 120g
- Kinds : Rose / Jasmine / Lavender / Orange / Calendula
CLEANSING LINE

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS
SHOWER GOWN
This is a customized shower gown for kids and youth for using in the bathroom and indoor.
• Volume : 1ea
• Kinds : White

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS
SHOWER HAIRBAND
This is a customized shower hairband for kids and youth for using in the bathroom and indoor.
• Volume :1ea
• Kinds : White / Pink

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS
SHOWER SLIPPER
This is a customized shower slippers for kids and youth indoor use.
• Volume :1pair
• Kinds : White

BEAUTY LINE

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS
WATER-BASED NAIL POLISH
This is a water-based nail polish without bad smell and non-toxic that can be placed and removed as a sticker type.
• Volume : 10ml
• Kinds : Bright Lemon / Coral Red / Amelia Pink / Claire Pink

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS
WATER-BASED NAIL POLISH
This is a water-based nail polish without bad smell and non-toxic that can be placed and removed as a sticker type.
• Volume :10ml
• Kinds : Sky Blue / Kaylee Blue / Liz Violet / Glam Gold

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS
GEL NAIL STICKER
Nail style stickers enhance creativity, concentration and emotional stability for children who don’t like to apply manicures directly.
• Volume : 60 PCS
• Kinds : Amelia / Kaylee / Liz / Claire / Victoria

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS
NAIL STICKER
Nail style stickers that children do nail arts on the water-based nail polish and enhance children’s creativity, concentration and emotional stability.
• Volume : 42 PCS
• Kinds : Amelia / Kaylee / Liz / Claire / Victoria

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS
ESSENTIAL LIP CRAYON
This is a natural lip crayon made with natural organic compounds and essential oils without artificial colors and scene, and it is effective for moisturizing lips.
• Volume : 1.5g
• Kinds : Plum / Lavender / Orange

LITTLE GLAM GIRLS
ESSENTIAL LIP CRAYON SWEET
This is a natural lip crayon made with natural organic compounds with less artificial colors that is good for moisturizing and light colors.
• Volume : 1.5g
• Kinds : Sweet Coral / Sweet Pink
This is an essential mask pack that enlivens the skin and gives aroma therapy with natural essential oils.

**ESSENTIAL MASK PACK SET**
- **Volume**: 20ml * 5 EA
- **Kinds**: Rose / Jasmine / Lavender / Orange / Calendula

This is a moisturizing sun cushion that does not contain emulsifier but natural organic compounds. Even if it is put on over the already covered skin it will make less lumps and can be tapped to apply to the skin.

**AMELIA SUN CUSHION**
- **Volume**: 1EA
- **Kinds**: Amelia

This is a moisturizing sun lotion that can be applied by tapping gently.

**VICTORIA SUN LOTION**
- **Volume**: 1EA
- **Kinds**: Victoria

This is a two sided hand mirror with character images.

**MINI HAND MIRROR**
- **Volume**: 1 EA
- **Kinds**: Amelia / Kaylee / Liz Claire / Victoria

Canvas cosmetic pouch with Little Glam Girls characters for carrying beauty items.

**CANVAS POUCH**
- **Volume**: 1EA
- **Kinds**: White

Bling bling cosmetic pouch with Little Glam Girls characters for carrying beauty items.

**BLING BLING POUCH**
- **Volume**: 1EA
- **Kinds**: Pink

This is a cosmetic bag that allows you to store Little Glam Girls’ products neatly.

**COSMETICS BAG**
- **Volume**: 1 EA
- **Kinds**: Pink
NATURALLY & SAFELY